We propose a method for reconstructing sparse images from polychromatic x-ray computed tomography (ct) measurements via mass attenuation coefficient discretization. The material of the inspected object and the incident spectrum are assumed to be unknown. We rewrite the Lambert-Beer's law in terms of integral expressions of mass attenuation and discretize the resulting integrals. We then present a penalized constrained least-squares optimization approach forreconstructing the underlying object from log-domain measurements, where an active set approach is employed to estimate incident energy density parameters and the nonnegativity and sparsity of the image density map are imposed using negative-energy and smooth ℓ 1 -norm penalty terms. We propose a two-step scheme for refining the mass attenuation discretization grid by using higher sampling rate over the range with higher photon energy, and eliminating the discretization points that have little effect on accuracy of the forward projection model. This refinement allows us to successfully handle the characteristic lines (Dirac impulses) in the incident energy density spectrum. We compare the proposed method with the standard filtered backprojection, which ignores the polychromatic nature of the measurements and sparsity of theimage density map. Numerical simulations using both realistic simulated and real x-ray ct data are presented.
where (") is the mass attenuation coefficient of the material (in cm 2 /g), which depends only on the photon energy ", and (x; y) is the density map of the inspected object (in g/cm 3 ). Therefore, a monochromatic x-ray signal at photon energy " 0 attenuates exponentially as it penetrates an object composed of a single material:
where I out and I in are the emergent and incident x-ray signal energies, respectively. However, x-rays generated by vacuum tubes are not monochromatic [2, 3] . To describe the polychromatic x-ray source, assume that its incident intensity I in spreads along photon energy " following the density Ã(") 0, i.e., Z Ã(") d" = I in :
see Fig. 1a , which shows a typical density Ã("); the characteristic lines in the Ã(") spectrum can be well modeled by Dirac impulses. In this case, the noiseless measurement collected by an energy integral detector upon traversing a straight linè =`(x; y) has the familiar superposition-integral form
depicted in Fig. 1b , which also shows the impulse-response interpretation of (1b). Our goal is to estimate the density map (x; y). For monochromatic x-ray signals, the logarithm of the signal I out is an affine function of˛(x; y), see (1b). However, in the practical scenario with a polychromatic source, this affine dependence is lost because the logarithm of the noiseless energy measurement I out is now the logarithm of a superposition of exponential functions, see (2b). A standard approach to simulate the polychromatic x-ray computed tomography (ct) measurements is to discretize (2a) and (2b) by approximating the corresponding integrals over photon energy with summations. Most state-of-the-art x-ray ct reconstruction schemes, such as filtered backprojection (fbp) and simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique (sart) [4] , ignore the above nonlinear effects, employ the monochromatic linear model (1b) and, consequently, exhibit beam hardening (e.g., cupping and streaking) artifacts [5, 6] .
Beam hardening correction methods can be categorized into pre-filtering, linearization, dual-energy, and postreconstruction approaches [7] . Reconstruction methods have recently been developed that aim to optimize nonlinear objective functions based on the underlying physical model [8] [9] [10] ; Elbakri and Fessler [8, 9] assume known incident polychromatic source spectrum and imaged materials, whereas Van Gompel et al. [10] consider a blind scenario with unknown incident spectrum and imaged materials, but their methods employ an excessive number of parameters and suffer from numerical instability [11, Sec. 3 
We have recently developed a parsimonious measurement model parametrization for the blind scenario with unknown incident spectrum and a single unknown material [12] ; this parametrization is based on rewriting (2) in terms of integral expressions of mass attenuation, thereby reducing the number of functions to estimate, see the following section. In this paper, we present a nonlinear x-ray ct reconstruction algorithm that performs constrained minimization of a penalized leastsquares (ls) cost function based on this parametrization, where nonnegativity and maximum-energy constraints are imposed on the incident spectrum parameters and additive penalty terms are introduced to ensure nonnegativity and approximate sparsity of the density map image that we wish to reconstruct. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first physical-model based method for simultaneous sparse image reconstruction and beam hardening correction.
We propose a two-stage scheme for selecting adaptively the mass attenuation grid by denser sampling over the range with higher photon energy and eliminating the excessive discretization points that have little effect on accuracy of the forward projection model. This adaptive mass attenuation grid refinement allows us to successfully handle the characteristic lines (Dirac impulses) in the incident energy density spectrum. The first stage of our reconstruction scheme is discussed in detail in [13] , where the incident energy density spectrum in the simulation examples does not contain the characteristic lines. In contrast, here we consider both realistic simulated and real x-ray ct examples where the characteristic lines are present.
Polychromatic X-ray CT Model via Mass Attenuation
We now review our mass attenuation parametrization in [12] . Assume that the incident spectrum Ã(") of the x-ray ct machine is an unknown function and the inspected single material is unknown; consequently, (") is an unknown function as well. Since the mass attenuation (") and incident spectrum density Ã(") are both functions of " (see Fig. 1a ), we combine the variations of these two functions and write (2) as integrals of rather than ", with goal to estimate two unknown functions ι( ) [defined in (3b) below] and˛(x; y) instead of three [Ã("); ("), and˛(x; y)]. Hence, for invertible ("), we define its inverse as "( ) and express (2a) and (2b) as [12] 
where ι( ) , Ã("( ))j" 0 ( )j 0 (3b) and we have also assumed that the function "( ) is differentiable with derivative " 0 ( ) = d"( )/ d . Invertibility of (") is assumed for simplicity: (3a) can be easily extended to arbitrary ("). Now, after changing the integral variables, we have the noiseless measurement I out represented as a linear function of Ã( ), while removing the function (") from the list to estimate.
We discretize (3a) in the spatial and mass attenuation domains using p pixels and J mass attenuation bins:
where˛is a p 1 column vector representing the two-dimensional (2d) image that we wish to reconstruct [i.e., discretized (x; y)], is a p 1 vector of weights quantifying how much each element of˛contributes to the x-ray attenuation on the straight-line path`,
are known discretization points along the axis, ∆ j = j j 1 > 0, and
are unknown incident spectrum parameters describing the discretized incident x-ray spectrum as a function of mass attenuation, see Fig. 1a ; define the J 1 vector of these parameters:
The discretization (4) is facilitated by (i) of almost all materials at any energy level are within the range 10 −2 cm 2 /g to 10 4 cm 2 /g and (ii) the energy level of an x-ray scan is usually selected so that the function (") is as flat as possible.
Measurement Model and Parameter Constraints
By now, we have only discussed one ray from the x-ray souce to a single detector. However, an x-ray ct scan consists of hundreds of projections with the beam intensity measured by thousands of detectors for each projection. We use an N 1 vector, A(˛)I, to describe noiseless energy measurements at all detectors and projections, where the (i; j )th element of the N J matrix A(˛) is
and
T is the N p Radon transform matrix for our imaging system, see (4) . We model the vector of corresponding noisy log-scale energy measurements as
where fE i g N i=1 are the noisy energy measurements, [A(˛)I] i denotes the i th element of the N 1 vector A(˛)I, and n is the N 1 zero-mean additive white noise vector. In the noiseless scenario where n = 0 N 1 , E i = [A(˛)I] i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; N . For Gaussian n, the noisy energy measurements fE i g N i=1 follow the lognormal distribution. Our goal is to estimate the image and incident energy density parameters Â = ˛; I :
The nonnegativity of the density map image that we wish to reconstruct yields the following constraint:
We also assume that the image˛is approximately sparse in the discrete wavelet transform (dwt) domain, i.e., Ψ T˛i s an approximately sparse vector, where Ψ = 1 2 : : :
is a p p inverse dwt orthogonal matrix satisfying Ψ T Ψ = ΨΨ T = I p . It is assumed that the shadow of the inspected object is completely covered by the receiver array and the upper bound I in max on incident x-ray energy is known
obtained, e.g., from energy measurements at the detectors that have a line-of-sight view of the x-ray source. A simple possible choice for the upper bound in (12) is
where the maximum is likely achieved at the i-th detector that has a line-of-sight view of the x-ray source. This assumption and the nonnegativity of the incident spectrum yield the following constraints on I:
where a b denotes that all elements of a b are nonnegative and
PARAMETER ESTIMATION
By combining the nonnegativity and sparsity constraints on˛with the assumption of the white Gaussian noise, we construct the following constrained penalized ls (cpls) minimization: [13] min
where and u are scalar tuning constants for the signal nonnegativity and sparsity penalty terms, (x) + keeps positive elements of x intact and sets the rest to zero and > 0 is a smoothing factor, a small constant ensuring that sparsifying penalty is a smooth function of˛. Note that the second term does not force all elements in˛be nonnegative. Instead, it penalizes the energy of the negative components by properly chosen , thus leaving some margin for accommodating the discrepancy between the model and measurements caused by noise, scattering and discretization. The third term approximates`1 norm of wavelet coefficients by a smooth function [14] , which makes gradient method applicable while descending the cost function with respect to˛.
In the optimization problem (15) , the discretization points f j g J j =0 are assumed known, which is the scenario we considered in [12, 13] , where we selected them as a geometric sequence
with common ratio q sufficiently large to cover the desired range of mass attenuation coefficients. For fixed f j g J j =0 , we can descend (15) by alternating between 1. the nonlinear conjugate-gradient step [15, Sec. 14.1] for˛where I is fixed and set to I (i ) ; 2. the gradient projection active-set step [16, 17] for I where˛is fixed and set to˛( i +1) obtained in 1 where i denotes the iteration index, see [13] for a detailed description and explanation of the above iteration. Here, 1. aims at the (unconstrained) minimization of the penalized ls cost function in (15) with respect to˛whereas 2. aims at the constrained minimization of the ls cost function with respect to I. [Note that the constraints (14a) do not involve˛and penalty terms in (15) are not functions of I.]
However, the geometric sequence of discretization points becomes coarse and inaccurate in practice when characteristic lines exist in the incident spectrum. To handle this problem, we propose a two-stage scheme, where the first stage uses the geometric sequence (16) for the f j g grid and the second stage refines the grid based on the estimated discretized incident x-ray spectrum from the first stage.
Denote the total number of iterations of the proposed algorithm by an even positive number M .
Stage 1: Employ the mass attenuation discretization grid in (16) and run M /2 steps of the above iteration, yielding an estimate of the discretized incident spectrum I. Stage 2: Use the estimate of I from Stage 1 to refine the mass attenuation discretization grid as follows:
(a) Keep only the j 's in the initial grid with nonzero I j 's. (b) For each kept j , add two more points at j / p q and j p q without duplication; denote the refined grid as f r;j g and use it to run the remaining M /2 iterations. The grid refinement in Stage 2 allows us to successfully handle the characteristic lines in the incident energy density spectrum. Upon this refinement, the functional form of the noiseless response f (Â) changes, which also affects the size and meaning of I in the parameter set Â. For simplicity, we use the same notation for f (Â) and Â before and after the grid refinement, see, e.g., Fig. 3c in the following section.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
We now compare (i) the traditional fbp method, (ii) the proposed two-stage reconstruction method with sparsity regularization parameter u = 1:8 10 4 (labeled cpls-r), (iii) the proposed two-stage reconstruction method which ignores signal sparsity by setting u = 0 (labeled cpls-r 0 ). The suffixes "-r" and "-r 0 " are appended to cpls to distinguish the method with mass attenuation grid refinement proposed here from the cpls method with fixed mass attenuation grid in [13] .
We set the nonnegativity constant and total number of iterations to
for both cpls-r 0 and cpls-r. To initialize (the first stages of) the cpls-r 0 and cpls-r iterations, we chose the sameą nd I that we employed in [12, Sec. 3], e.g.,˛is initialized by the fbp reconstruction b fbp and the mass attenuation grid is a geometric sequence (16) with common ratio q such that J / 1 = 10 3 and J = 17 mass attenuation discretization points. Before applying the reconstruction algorithms, we normalize the energy measurements by their largest value, leading to I in max = 1 upon applying (13) . We consider two sampling scenarios: full-angle projection (180 equi-spaced parallel-beam projections with 1°spacing) and limited-angle projection (160 equi-spaced projections with 1°spacing and 20°missing). The Fourier-domain sampling patterns corresponding to these two scenarios are shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4i .
Simulation Example
We construct a simulation example using the binary 1024 1024 image in Fig. 3a (denoted˛t rue ) as the 'ground truth'; here, the inspected object contains irregularly shaped inclusions. We simulated the polychromatic sinogram using the mass attenuation of iron for the inspected object [18] and incident spectrum in 
where A (y) = Φ T by nonuniform Fast Fourier Transform (nufft) [20] with the circular mask [21] . For each of the 180 projections, we obtain the measurements from an energy detector array of size 1024 and reconstruct images of size 1024 1024. Our reconstruction performance metric for an estimator b is the relative square error (rse):
which is invariant to scaling b by a nonzero constant; this invariance is needed because the magnitude level of˛is not identifiable under the blind measurement model [12, 13] employed by cpls-r and cpls-r 0 , see also Figs. 4e and 4f below. Figs. 2 and 3c show the mass attenuation grid refinement and the effectiveness of this refinement for cpls-r under the full-angle projection scenario. After the grid refinement at the beginning of Stage 2, the residual square error kz f (Â)k 2 2 decreases more than 50 % and the rse in (19) continues descent at a higher rate, ending at 0.16 % and outperforming the corresponding method without the refinement [13] , which achieves RSE = 0:31 %. We explain this improvement by noting significant presence of Dirac impulses in the incident spectrum: the refined mass attenuation grid allows improved approximation of these impulses. Figs. 4j-4l show the corresponding reconstructions in the limitedangle projection scenario; here, the proposed cpls-r method achieves RSE = 0:25 % and outperforms the corresponding method without the refinement [13] , which achieves RSE = 0:49 %.
Compared to our results Figs. 4c and 4d, fbp reconstruction suffers from the cupping effect: it has higher density values along the object contour and lower value towards the center of this object. Observe also the streaking artifacts manifested by nonzero the fbp reconstruction in the "bay area". Both cpls-r 0 and cpls-r solve this problem, which is confirmed by their rse and profiles in Fig. 4e and 4f . The histograms in Figs. 4g and 4h indicate the disagreement and good agreement between the measurements and the linear monochromatic and polychromatic measurement models employed by fbp and cpls-r, respectively.
As expected, sparsity regularization of the density map wavelet coefficients has a denoising effect: compare cpls-r 0 and cpls-r reconstructions in both full-and limited-angle projection examples, see Figs. 4e and 4f. The cpls-r method has smoother profiles and is more than 50 % smaller in rse than the reconstructions without sparsity constraints.
Real Data Example
We apply our cpls-r and fbp to real fan-beam x-ray ct measurements. The sinogram was collected by detector array of size 1400 at 360 equi-spaced fan-beam projections evenly spread over all 360°. The measurements were then rebinned [2] to 180 parallel-beam projections (with 1°spacing) and 1024 bins for each projection; in the limited-angle projection scenario, we discard the last 20°of the parallel-beam projections. Figs. 5a and 5b show the fbp and cpls-r reconstructions from the full-angle projection measurements and Figs. 5c and 5d show the corresponding results from the limited-angle projections.
As in the simulated example, our cpls-r reconstructions remove successfully the beam-hardening effects and clearly separate the inclusions from the region containing the object's material. The cpls-r reconstruction under the limited-angle projection scenario is similar to that under the full-projection scenario, indicating the potential of the proposed approach to handle limited-angle projections in practice.
CONCLUSION
Future work will focus on extending our current model and estimation methods to deal with the beam hardening effect in objects consisting of multiple materials.
